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Debriefing
OSWALD

of Cuban
Case

Source

The source does not have direct knowledge
of Lee Harvey
OSWALD
or his activities
but was able to provide
items of interest
based on
Cuban intelligence
officers
assigned to the Direction
General
De
The
information
appearing
below
was
furnished
by
Inteligencia.
the source and is keyed to que&ions
submUWd,

.-

,.-

- General:
Specific:

1. Prior to October 1963, OSWALD visited the Cuban Embassy
Before,
during and after
in Mexico
City on two or three occasions.
these visits,
OSWAIS
wae in contact with the Dirsccion
General De
Inteligencia
(DGI),
specffically
with Luisa CALDERON,
Manuel
VEGA Perez and Rogelio RODRIGUEZ
Lopez.

.

VEGA

whose

Cuban intelligence
pseudonym
is MARCOS
is the current
Cuban
IS chief in Mexico.
He recently
has had a
tour of duty in Habana,
prior to which he held the same post as
now as Cuban IS chief in Mexico.
RODRIGUEZ
is a Cuban IS staff officer
three Cuban intelligence
pseudonyms,
Eduardo,
Antonio2
-
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.
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in Mexico.
He has
Casimiro
and Jose

The.precise-relationizp
of Luisa CALDERON
not clear.
She spent about six months in Mexico from
returned
to Cuba early in 1964.
_ _._
-

to the DGX is
which she

2. The source does not knowwhether
or not the Cuban
used OSWALD in any agent capacity or other manner.

Services

3. A. When news of the assassination
of President
Kennedy
reached thii DGX, it caused much comment concerning
the fact
OSWALDhaa’beei~in
t&e Cuban Embassy in Mexico.
In addition,
orders
were issued for all headquarters
and field officers
of the
DGI to sort and package all documents
according
to whether
they
r
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were “Muy
aecreto”
(very secret),
“secreto”
(secret),
and
“importante”
(important).
The material
once packaged
was to be
In addition,
all travel
by DGI
held pending further
instructions.
officer8
and all DGI pouches
were
suspended temporarily.
B. When the news that OSWALD was the assassin reached
the DGl, there was no immediate
comment
but, when Fidel CASTRO”+
spoke on television
to deny Cuban involvement,
there was considerable
comment
concerning
OSWALD’s
visit to the Cuban Embassy in Mexico.
At this time VEGA, who has been mentioned
previously,
was in Cuba
and commented
to a group of DGI staff officers
that OSWALD had come
to ths Cuban Embassy in Mexico to request a visa but had been rsfused.
VEGA did not giv6 any details and the subject was not pursued.
4. It is not known wheth6r
the Cuban Ckmsdats
in Mexico
thban

information
in September

on OSWALDfs
visit to
1963 was r6hy6d
to any

S6rViC6.

services
5. It is not known if the Cuban intelligence
with ths New Orleans’
Fair Play for Cuba Committee.

ha& contact

6. The only Molina who is recalled
ib “Tha Hook”,
ths Cuban who
wau convicted
in New York City for the murder
of a young girl during
a clash between two Cuban groups.
The DGI staff officer
who had been
in the Unitsd Nations in New York, SANTIESTAEMN
traV618d to Cuba
with “The Hook” and with another Cuban named ORMUELA
and upon
The
arrival
in Cuba tried to obtain employment
for both individuals,
name8 Padre Charles
and Peter have no known significance.
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The reaction
of Soviet
services
is not known.

officials

8. Nothing is known about Soviet
President
Kennedy’s
assassination,
9. The only fabrication
known
CASTRO previously
mentioned.
10.

Nothing

is known

about Jack

in contact

with the Cuban

proposals

following

is the special

matter

RUBENSTEIN

aka

intelli-

the newa

of

by Fidel

Jack RUBY.

11. The name Gilbert0
LOPEZ is not familiar
but, if he visited
DGI headquarters,
a photograph
of him possibly could be identified.
12. OSWALD’s
photo was seen in the newspapers
but nothing
known about him other than what appcarad
in the press,
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